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3D tumour spheroids for the 
prediction of the effects of radiation 
and hyperthermia treatments
Sarah C. Brüningk  *, Ian Rivens, Carol Box  , Uwe oelfke & Gail ter Haar
For multimodality therapies such as the combination of hyperthermia and radiation, quantification 
of biological effects is key for dose prescription and response prediction. Tumour spheroids have a 
microenvironment that more closely resembles that of tumours in vivo and may thus be a superior 
in vitro cancer model than monolayer cultures. Here, the response of tumour spheroids formed from 
two established human cancer cell lines (HCT116 and CAL27) to single and combination treatments 
of radiation (0–20 Gy), and hyperthermia at 47 °C (0–780 CEM43) has been evaluated. Response was 
analysed in terms of spheroid growth, cell viability and the distribution of live/dead cells. Time-lapse 
imaging was used to evaluate mechanisms of cell death and cell detachment. It was found that 
sensitivity to heat in spheroids was significantly less than that seen in monolayer cultures. Spheroids 
showed different patterns of shrinkage and regrowth when exposed to heat or radiation: heated 
spheroids shed dead cells within four days of heating and displayed faster growth post-exposure than 
samples that received radiation or no treatment. Irradiated spheroids maintained a dense structure 
and exhibited a longer growth delay than spheroids receiving hyperthermia or combination treatment 
at (thermal) doses that yielded equivalent levels of clonogenic cell survival. We suggest that, unlike 
radiation, which kills dividing cells, hyperthermia-induced cell death affects cells independent of their 
proliferation status. This induces microenvironmental changes that promote spheroid growth. In 
conclusion, 3D tumour spheroid growth studies reveal differences in response to heat and/or radiation 
that were not apparent in 2D clonogenic assays but that may significantly influence treatment efficacy.
Whilst monolayer cell cultures have underpinned decades of cancer research, they have been criticized for not 
being reliable predictors of treatment response in vivo1,2. The culture geometry of a flat, rigid substrate limits the 
number of neighbouring cells, resulting in reduced inter-cellular contact and communication compared with 
cells in vivo. Two dimensional (2D) culture conditions cause cells to stretch, increasing the surface area directly 
exposed to culture medium3–5. Cancer cells cultured in 2D are thus always provided with oxygen and nutrients. 
These are more restricted in the physiological microenvironment of a tumour where inefficient vasculature pre-
vents their homogeneous supply. Despite these limitations, advantages such as low cost, high throughput, ease of 
application and control over microenvironmental factors have made monolayer cultures the standard technique 
for evaluation of cellular responses. However, there may be considerable inconsistencies between experimental 
results obtained in vitro in 2D culture and those observed in vivo.
One possible way of bridging this gap is to use three dimensional (3D) tumour spheroid cultures. Here, cells are 
grown as aggregates of single or multiple cell types, having 3D cell-cell contact, and proliferating in a more physi-
ological geometry that stimulates production of extracellular matrix proteins and enhances inter-cellular commu-
nication6,7. Due to the 3D nature of spheroids, gradients of nutrients, oxygen and pH establish over time, better 
resembling the physiological microenvironment of solid tumours in which distance from blood vessels gives rise to 
these. Spheroids have a layered cellular structure with an outer proliferating, and inner quiescent zone, potentially 
with a necrotic core at their centre4,8. Although spheroids lack vasculature and cellular heterogeneity in terms of 
mutations and clonal evolution3–5, it has been shown that gene expression profiles differ in 2D and 3D cultured 
cells and, importantly, that 3D molecular fingerprints more closely resemble those of patient tumours than those 
seen in 2D3,9–12. When evaluating biological effects for the purpose of quantifying patient treatment efficacy, 3D 
spheroid assays may thus reflect the response of cells within a tumour better than those in 2D cultures. Increased 
resistance to heat or radiation (measured as clonogenic survival) of cells treated in 3D rather than 2D culture 
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has been suggested13–18 potentially due to enhanced repair capability if cells are grown and treated in 3D. But it 
remains to be shown how this effect translates into spheroid growth response where cells remain in the spheroid 
microenvironment after treatment rather than being disaggregated and plated at (non-physiological) clonal densi-
ties. Although spheroid cultures had already been introduced in the 1970’s19, recent advances in high-throughput 
analysis using micro-well spheroid arrays and automated imaging now enable larger scale studies20–23.
The combination of radiotherapy (RT) with local hyperthermia (HT)24–26 using, for example, focused ultra-
sound27–29, may be promising for the treatment of radio-resistant tumours for which dose escalation is limited due 
to normal tissue toxicity. In order to maximise patient benefit, treatment planning needs to account for the bio-
logical effects of heat-induced radiosensitization. This is currently achieved using 2D clonogenic survival assays 
that provide the basis for the biologically weighted equivalent dose (BEQD) calculations30,31 that allow quantifica-
tion of the effects of HT or RTHT treatments in terms of RT doses of equivalent biological effectiveness. Given the 
non-physiological cell microenvironment present when isolated cells are grown as monolayers, and an inability 
to account for differences in the dynamic cell death mechanisms induced32–34, the applicability of biologically 
weighted (thermal) dose prescription based on this assay alone is questionable. Analysis of 3D tumour spheroids 
can be used to test the applicability of BEQD calculations and provide a more accurate quantification of the effects 
of RT, HT and combinations thereof, to ultimately improve patient dose prescription.
Here, 3D spheroids from two human cancer cell lines were treated with combinations of high temperature 
HT (47 °C) and RT. The aim was to evaluate differences in spheroid growth dynamics following treatment, to test 
whether planning of combined RTHT treatments based on BEQD calculations relying purely on 2D clonogenic 
survival data is predictive of spheroid “response”. This was done by monitoring spheroid growth, cell viability and 
the spatial distribution of dead cells within spheroids. Results were compared with 2D clonogenic assays and 2D 
growth curves for a broad range of thermal (0–780 CEM43) and radiation doses (0–20 Gy).
Results
Analysis of response to thermal and radiation dose. Spheroid response to hyperthermia. HT treat-
ment (Fig. 1A) resulted in a thermal dose-dependent growth delay. For high (350 CEM43 for HCT116, ≥560 CEM43 
for CAL27) thermal doses, spheroid diameter initially (up to day 3 for CAL27 or day 6 for HCT116) continued to 
increase before significant shrinkage took place. At this point, spheroids disintegrated and reformed from at least one 
cluster of growing cells, as shown in Fig. 1D, and Supplementary Video 1. Variations in the disintegration time point 
between repeat experiments contributed to relatively large spheroid diameter error bars during this period (Fig. 1A).
Figure 1. Spheroid response to HT. (A) Growth curves for HCT116-4000, and CAL27 spheroids following HT 
treatment 96 h after seeding. Some experimental data omitted to enhance readability. (B) Dynamic variation in 
mean PI staining intensity, indicative of cell death, for HCT116-4000 spheroids. (C) Peak mean PI intensity 
between days 0 to 7 within HCT116-300 and HCT116-4000 spheroids shows a linear increase (dashed lines, 
= .−R 0 95HCT116 300
2 , = .−R 0 98HCT116 4000
2 ) with biological effect. (D) Phase contrast images overlaid with PI 
fluorescence snap-shots from time-lapse imaging of representative HCT116-4000 spheroids heated with 160 
CEM43 or 80 CEM43. Spheroids showed intense PI staining (orange) throughout four days after treatment and a 
looser overall structure (relative to day 0) before cells were shed forming a corona around the remaining, 
growing spheroid. Means and standard errors of the mean of at least three independent repeat experiments are 
shown in A to C ( ≥n 3).
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Time-lapse imaging (see Fig. 1D for selected examples) showed that following HT, spheroids initially (days 
1–4) displayed PI staining throughout and a more granular structure, indicating a loosening of cell packaging. 
Moreover, cell viability measurements on day 4 (Supplementary Fig. S1C) demonstrated that increasing thermal 
dose reduced spheroid viability, despite the diameter increase seen in Fig. 1A. Unlike later viability measurements 
(day 21), spheroid size was not a good indicator of post-HT cell viability on day 4 (Supplementary Fig. S1A,B), 
suggesting a change in cell density at this time point. Dead (PI positive) cells were shed during days 0–7 after 
heating and remained close to the regrowing spheroid body, forming a corona. Due to the U-shaped well format, 
outermost components of the corona (cells and cell fragments) were no longer within the focal plane of the cen-
tral spheroid (fluorescent images only).
For both cell lines, heated spheroids that regrew had periods during which their growth rates were faster than 
comparably-sized, non-heated controls (see, for example, Fig. 1A HCT116 80 CEM43). Viability measurements 
(Supplementary Fig. S1A) demonstrated that, by day 21, spheroid diameter correlated with cell viability, suggest-
ing that the observed accelerated growth rate was not an artefact of spheroid contouring uncertainty.
Dynamic variation in mean PI staining intensity is shown in Fig. 1B. Between days 1 and 15 after HT exposure, 
mean PI intensity was elevated for some thermal doses relative to untreated controls. Peak intensity observed 
between days 3–6 after treatment, correlated linearly with biological effect (Fig. 1C) for the thermal dose range 
0 to 240 CEM43. Although HCT116-4000 spheroids showed no increase in growth delay between 160 and 240 
CEM43 treatments (Fig. 1A), PI staining intensity was stronger in the samples receiving the higher thermal dose 
(Fig. 1B) indicating greater cell kill.
Figure 2A shows a comparison of mean PI staining intensity in untreated controls and regrowing HCT116 
spheroids (days 8 to 21) after treatment with 80 CEM43 as a function of spheroid diameter. PI staining in regrow-
ing heated samples was generally less intense than in similarly sized controls (Fig. 2B). This effect was more 
pronounced in larger spheroids (HCT116-4000). Live fluorescent microscopy imaging revealed that the lower 
PI staining in regrowing heated samples was due to a smaller necrotic core than in comparably sized untreated 
controls (Fig. 2B), suggesting reoxygenation of central cells following HT.
Spheroid response to radiation. Figure 3A shows growth curves for HCT116-4000 and CAL27 spheroids meas-
ured as a function of radiation dose delivered, 96 h after seeding. Although some irradiated spheroids initially 
continued to grow at the same rate as untreated controls, all showed a reduction in growth rate between days 
1 and 5. This resulted in a sustained dose-dependent growth delay with higher doses (see, for example, 20 Gy) 
showing no regrowth during the 21 day observation period. Cell viability measurements on day 4 (Supplementary 
Fig. S1C) showed no significant dose-dependence, indicating that cells initially remained metabolically active. 
By day 21 viability was reduced in the expected dose-dependent manner (Supplementary Fig. S1A). Time-lapse 
imaging (Fig. 3D, Supplementary Video 2) showed that irradiated spheroids retained a dense structure with dead 
cells detaching from the outer cell layers, resulting in gradual shrinkage from the outside inwards.
Dynamic variation in mean PI staining intensity was assessed for HCT116 spheroids (Fig. 3B). An increase 
in PI staining relative to controls was observed for days 0–7 after RT. This was, however, significantly less intense 
than observed for HT treatments. The peak in mean PI intensity (day 0–7) showed poor linear correlation with 
biological effect (Fig. 3C). PI intensity then decreased until the formation of a necrotic core resulted in signal 
increase towards the end of the observation period for regrowing samples (2 and 5 Gy). Samples irradiated with 
10 and 20 Gy continuously shrank, preventing central necrosis, and resulting in a decrease in PI intensity due its 
dependence on the spheroid volume captured in the focal plane upon imaging.
Spheroid response to combinations of radiation and hyperthermia. Spheroid growth following combined RTHT 
(Fig. 4A,C, Supplementary Videos 3 and 4) shared characteristics of either RT or HT alone, with increasing 
thermal or radiation dose, both delaying spheroid growth. Similar to HT treatments, RTHT treated spheroids 
could grow faster than spheroids receiving only the relevant RT dose. This was particularly evident in CAL27 
and HCT116 spheroids treated with a combination of 2 Gy + HT (Fig. 4A). Here, RTHT (for example 2 Gy + 16 
CEM43 for HCT116, 2 Gy + 110 CEM43 for CAL27) treated spheroids rapidly (by day 5) exceeded the size of 
Figure 2. Comparison of heated and unheated spheroids at the same diameter. (A) Comparison of mean PI 
intensity in untreated (Control) and regrowing 80 CEM43 treated HCT116-4000 and HCT116-300 spheroids 
(days 14–21) as a function of diameter. (B) Phase contrast and overlaid PI fluorescence images of comparably 
sized examples of an untreated and a heated HCT116-4000 spheroid demonstrating that heated samples had 
fewer necrotic, PI stained, cells at their core.
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those receiving 2 Gy alone. Treatments combining 5 Gy RT with HT also led to growth rate increase (for exam-
ple HCT116 5 Gy + 16 CEM43), however, within 21 days the spheroid size remained less than that of controls 
receiving 5 Gy alone, indicating that the additional fixed thermal dose delayed growth more when combined with 
higher radiation doses.
PI intensity within one week of treatment appeared to be driven by the thermal, rather than radiation, dose 
delivered (Fig. 4B,D). After RTHT, time-lapse imaging (Fig. 4E, Supplementary Videos 3 and 4) showed that, 
morphologically, growth response displayed characteristics of both RT and HT alone: thermal doses determined 
the amount of PI staining and cell shedding within one week of treatment (Supplementary Video 3), but spheroids 
also shrank continuously from the outside in for combinations with 5 Gy RT (Supplementary Video 4, Fig. 4C).
Monolayer growth curves. Study of growth of 2D monolayers (HCT116 cells Fig. 5, CAL27 Supplementary 
Fig. S2A) was limited to one week as the cell populations reached confluence. Following RT (Fig. 5A) cell number 
initially continued to grow (days 1, 2) before: continuously decreasing (10 and 20 Gy), plateauing (5 Gy), or show-
ing slight growth delay relative to untreated controls (2 Gy). HT (Fig. 5B) resulted in an early (day 1–2) thermal 
dose dependent change in cell number relative to untreated controls. HCT116 cells either continued to proliferate 
(thermal doses <80 CEM43), or remained at a constant low number. Combination treatments (Fig. 5C,D) showed 
characteristics of both, RT and HT, responses: 2 Gy + 16 CEM43 caused slight growth delay, whilst 2 Gy + 80 or 
120 CEM43 inhibited cell division. However, with 5 Gy, additional heating had a lesser effect since radiation alone 
inhibited cell division.
Comparison of isotoxic treatments based on clonogenic survival. To evaluate the applicability of 
BEQD based on clonogenic survival (Fig. 6A and35), HCT116 and CAL27 spheroids were treated with RT, HT and 
RTHT at the same BEQD level (equivalent to 10 Gy). Spheroid growth, cell viability, spheroid morphology and 
distributions of live and dead cells were compared at these isoeffective doses (Fig. 6, Supplementary Videos 1–4). 
Despite comparable levels of surviving cells in monolayers (Fig. 6A), spheroid growth differed with treatment 
regimes used (Fig. 6B). For both cell lines, there was little (CAL27), or no (HCT116), significant regrowth within 
21 days after 10 Gy RT, whereas both heated (240 CEM43 for HCT116, 350 CEM43 for CAL27), and RTHT treated 
samples began to regrow within this time. For HCT116 spheroids (Fig. 6B, left) delay until regrowth decreased 
with thermal dose contributing an increasing proportion of the treatment, and by day 21 HT treated spheroids 
Figure 3. Spheroid response to RT. (A) Growth curves for HCT116-4000 and CAL27 spheroids following RT 
treatment 96 h after seeding. (B) Mean PI staining intensity as a function of time after irradiation for HCT116-
4000 spheroids. (C) Peak mean PI intensity measured after RT (days 0–7) for HCT116-300 and HCT116-4000 
spheroids plotted as a function of the biological effect showed poor linear correlation ( = .−R 0 02HCT116 300
2 , 
= .−R 0 48HCT116 4000
2 ). (D) Phase contrast images overlaid with PI fluorescence snap-shots from time-lapse 
imaging of representative examples of HCT116-4000 spheroids irradiated with 20 Gy or 5 Gy. Irradiated samples 
showed faint PI staining throughout and retained a dense structure. Cells were continuously shed from the 
outer spheroid layers until regrowth occurred. Means and standard errors of the mean of at least three 
independent repeat experiments are shown in A to C ( ≥n 3).
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were significantly ( < .p 0 01) larger than RT and RTHT treated samples. This trend was not as clear for CAL27 
spheroids, with no statistically significant differences (all > .p 0 05) in spheroid diameter on day 21 between any 
of the treatment regimes due to large variations in spheroid diameter after RT, and RTHT (Fig. 6B, right). Cell 
viability assays on day 21 indicated significant treatment regime differences (Fig. 6C): 10 Gy RT only treated sphe-
roids were significantly less viable than samples receiving the same BEQD delivered by HT alone (both cell lines, 
< .p 0 05), or by 2 Gy + HT (only CAL27, < .p 0 01). The spatial distribution of PI staining of HCT116-4000 sphe-
roids on days 0–4 (Fig. 6D) exposed to heating alone showed the highest levels of staining throughout, with cen-
tralised peak enhancement and gradual widening of the stained area over time. Irradiated samples generally 
showed less staining. By day 4 this was enhanced towards the spheroid edges, indicating that the outer (prolifer-
ating) cell layers were predominantly affected by RT-induced cell death. With increasing thermal dose contribu-
tion to combination treatments, PI staining intensified and central cell populations were more affected. PI 
staining increased within 4 days after treatment and the stained area increased over time (2 Gy + HT).
Time-lapse imaging (Fig. 7) revealed significantly different cell death and detachment dynamics for different 
treatment regimes despite isoeffective doses. Heated spheroids began to disintegrate within one week of treat-
ment, shedding dead cells that formed a corona around the (still growing) central spheroid. In contrast, irradiated 
Figure 4. Spheroid response to RTHT. (A,C) Growth curves for HCT116-4000 and CAL27 spheroids following 
RTHT treatment 96 h after seeding. Combinations of HT (16 to 560 CEM43) with 2 Gy (A) or 5 Gy (C) are 
shown. (B,D) Mean PI staining intensity as a function of time after RTHT exposure (HCT116-4000 spheroids). 
(E) Phase contrast images overlaid with PI fluorescence snap-shots from time-lapse imaging of representative 
HCT116-4000 spheroids treated with 5 Gy + 80 CEM43 or 2 Gy + 40 CEM43. Means and standard errors of the 
mean of at least three independent repeat experiments are shown in A to D ( ≥n 3).
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spheroids gradually shrank from the outside inwards, always maintaining a dense structure, with dead cells being 
shed continuously. Spheroids receiving combination treatments displayed a mixture of the morphologies of the 
single treatments. Samples receiving 2 Gy + 120 CEM43 displayed more intense PI staining on day 4, and slightly 
more shed cells relative to those receiving 10 Gy or 5 Gy + 60 CEM43 before regrowth could be observed (around 
day 16). In contrast, 10 Gy irradiated spheroids gradually shrank from the outside in, always maintaining a dense 
structure with relatively few dead cells being shed, and forming a smaller corona than for HT treatments.
Discussion
In this study we have compared cellular responses to radiation, hyperthermia, or combinations of the two treat-
ments when tumour cells were cultured as monolayers or as 3D tumour spheroids. A range of assays was used to 
characterise the dynamic response of the treated cell populations.
An increased heat resistance was observed in 3D cultured cells relative to monolayer response. For both 
HCT116 and CAL27 cells, HT alone up to 350 CEM43 (HCT116) or 780 CEM43 (CAL27) achieved spheroid dis-
integration but failed to provide spheroid growth control within the 21 day observation period (Fig. 1A). These 
thermal doses correspond to very low 2D clonogenic survival levels ( < −S CEM(780 ) 10CAL27 43
7, 
< −S CEM(350 ) 10HCT116 43
6). Moreover, HCT116 monolayers did not grow following thermal doses ≥ CEM80 43 
(Fig. 5B), whereas spheroids regrew after treatment with higher thermal doses (Fig. 1A, left). Similar results were 
obtained for CAL27 cells (Supplementary Fig. S2), suggesting that 2D cultured cells were significantly more 
heat-sensitive than 3D cultures. This is in agreement with previous studies comparing the proportion of necrotic 
and apoptotic cells17, or clonogenic survival13 in heated 2D and 3D cultures. The results presented here addition-
ally demonstrate spheroid (re)growth following HT, rather than cell death or clonogenic potential alone. 
Differences in initial cell number between 2D and 3D cultures (2000 for 2D, ~4800 for HCT116-300 spheroids) 
cannot explain spheroid regrowth at the given 2D survival levels, meaning that heat response is influenced by 
factors specific to the 3D culture, such as the cellular microenvironment or enhanced cell-cell contact. Durand et 
al.13 reported a build up of thermotolerance at temperatures >43 °C in cells heated as spheroids relative to those 
heated in monolayer cultures. This agrees with our observation in HCT116 spheroids, where growth delay did not 
increase following HT between ≈160–240 CEM43. For CAL27 spheroids, however, an increase in growth delay as 
a function of thermal dose was observed. This may suggest an increase in heat tolerance due to a “contact effect”, 
as described previously for irradiated spheroids36. This may be due to preferential killing of proliferating differen-
tiated, rather than cancer stem cells, as previously suggested for HCT116 cells37. Another explanation could be 
differences in the expression of heat shock proteins (HSPs), such as the molecular chaperone HSP70, in mon-
olayer and spheroid cultures as suggested by experiments of Song et al.17. Since the responses observed were 
cell-line-specific, more experimental analysis is needed to elucidate the underlying mechanism. 
Microenvironmental factors such as oxygenation or pH were not expected to increase spheroid heat tolerance: 
HCT116-300 and CAL27 spheroids had no regions of severe hypoxia (Supplementary Fig. S3) on treatment day. 
Spheroids have been shown to be potentially more acidic at their core38, but increased extracellular pH is associ-
ated with increased cellular heat sensitivity39–41.
Moreover, this analysis suggests that cell death dynamics impact on spheroid growth response. Cells in mon-
olayer cultures are uniformly exposed to nutrients and oxygen, grow exponentially, and can detach at any time 
from the substrate in the event of cell death. In contrast, as for tumours, cell populations within a spheroid are 
heterogeneous and evolve dynamically after treatment as a consequence of continuing cell death and proliferation 
of surviving cells. The spheroid microenvironment (constituting gradients of oxygen, nutrients and waste prod-
ucts) constantly changes as its size varies and this impacts on cell proliferation, and on the ultimate efficacy of any 
treatment. Differences in dynamic cell detachment from spheroids induced by RT or HT were found to influence 
population growth response and viability.
In agreement with observations in other cancer cell lines42,43, HCT116 and CAL27 spheroids maintained a 
compact structure after irradiation and shrinkage occurred from outer cell layers (see Fig. 3D, Supplementary 
Video 2). This resulted in spheroid growth control for doses of 10 Gy (only HCT116) and 20 Gy. Radiation-induced 
Figure 5. Monolayer growth curves. Resazurin assay performed on HCT116 cells for a subset of RT (A), HT 
(B) and RTHT (C,D) treatments. In all graphs, means and standard errors of the mean of at least three 
independent repeat experiments are shown ( ≥n 3).
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cell death was thus mostly restricted to the outermost spheroid cell layers. This suggests that quiescent cells first 
re-entered the cell cycle before cell killing became effective (as previously suggested42,43). Maximum PI staining 
did not correlate with biological effect in the case of RT. This is in agreement with the suggestion that delayed cell 
death resulting from aberrant mitosis provides a major contribution to radiation-induced cell killing34 and there-
fore cells continue to die over time after RT. In contrast, heated spheroids shed dead cells from the main spheroid 
body, or completely disintegrated, within a week of treatment, resulting in an apparent transient increase in sphe-
roid diameter due less compact cell packaging, followed by rapid shrinkage (see Fig. 1D, Supplementary Video 1). 
This observation is in agreement with previous studies44 that reported a loosening of the spheroid structure and 
loss of cell adhesion after HT. We also observed no enhanced PI staining at HCT116-4000 spheroid edges after 
HT (Fig. 6D) and suggest that HT-induced cell death is independent of the spatial location within the spheroid, 
so that both proliferating and quiescent populations were killed simultaneously. The observed increase in PI 
staining at the spheroid core directly after HT may be the result of more acidic pH towards the centre affecting 
both cell survival and PI staining intensity. PI staining peaked approximately four days after HT. The maximum 
PI intensity also correlated with biological effect (see Fig. 1C), and at this time point (day 4) cell viability reduced 
as a function of thermal dose. Both observations indicate that following HT all cells died within a few days of 
treatment via cellular necrosis or apoptosis induced at 47 °C as reported previously17,34,45.
Figure 6. Comparison of growth responses after isoeffective treatments having the same 2D clonogenic 
survival fraction, delivered by either RT, HT or a combination thereof. (A) Clonogenic survival (mean values 
and standard deviations of at least three repeat experiments ( ≥n 3)) of HCT116 and CAL27 cells as a function 
of radiation or thermal dose. BEQD levels seen for 10 Gy RT are indicated as horizontal boxes. (B) Growth 
curves for HCT116-300 and CAL27 spheroids. Mean values and standard errors of at least three independent 
experiments are shown. (C) Cell viability measured by Cell-Titer-Glo3D 21 days after treatment of the samples 
shown in B. *p < 0.01, **p < 0.05. (D) Spatial distribution of PI staining within representative examples of 
treated HCT116-4000 spheroids. The x-axis indicates the distance in pixels from the spheroid centre of mass.
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In both cell lines tested, heated spheroids grew faster at some points after treatment than did unheated con-
trols at any point between 0 and 21 days (Figs. 1A, 4A and S2B panel 2). This is most obvious for combinations 
of 2 Gy radiation with low thermal doses (Fig. 4A), where heated spheroids grew larger and were more viable 
than those receiving radiation alone. This was an unexpected finding. It could be speculated that the selective 
killing of slow growing subpopulations by HT leads to a net increase in spheroid growth rate. However, growth 
rate depends on microenvironmental and cell density changes due to the death and clearance of cells, enabling 
reoxygenation and a fresh supply of nutrients to the core of the spheroid. This was confirmed by the observation 
that three weeks after treatment with 80 CEM43 the average PI intensity of HCT116 spheroids was significantly 
lower than that of controls of similar size (see Fig. 2A). This effect was more pronounced in larger, more hypoxic 
HCT116-4000 spheroids. We suggest that this may be due a smaller necrotic core as confirmed by time-lapse 
imaging (see Fig. 2B), but it should be noted that PI fluorescence intensity may be influenced by the physicochem-
ical composition of the cellular microenvironment. Thus, confirmation of either of these hypotheses and further 
investigation, for example, using histological analysis, is required. Although an increase in growth rate of heated 
spheroids may seem to contradict the use of hyperthermia, it should be stressed that the in vitro spheroid culture 
does not account for other potential beneficial physiological effects of this treatment in vivo, such as immune 
stimulation46,47. Moreover, re-oxygenation and active proliferation of previously quiescent cell populations sen-
sitises these to fractionated radiation treatments and it would thus be essential to further investigate the efficacy 
of fractionated treatments which could indeed show a further benefit of combined RTHT treatments despite an 
enhanced growth of spheroids following a single treatment fraction.
In summary, it is suggested that clonogenic survival alone may be insufficient to calculate biologically equiv-
alent doses. Clonogenic survival and 2D growth data provide a valid indication of a cell line’s intrinsic treat-
ment sensitivity: of the two cell lines studied here, HCT116 cells were more sensitive to both RT and HT than 
CAL27 cells in 2D survival and growth assays (steeper clonogenic survival curve, growth control achieved at 
lower thermal/radiation doses). Similarly, in 3D assays HCT116 had reduced growth delay and cell viability for 
given thermal or radiation dose, as seen, for example, in the 10 Gy and 240 CEM43 data. Since 2D responses are 
not recapitulated in 3D cultures they are therefore unlikely to be predictive of response in vivo. Specifically, sphe-
roid growth and viability differed significantly after treatment with equivalent BEQD levels of RT, HT and RTHT 
calculated from clonogenic survival data (see Fig. 6B,C). Our work demonstrated that calculations based on clo-
nogenic survival alone could overestimate HT (and RTHT) treatment efficacy (Fig. 6B,C), if effects are assessed 
relative to RT as previously suggested30,31,48,49.
It is expected that RT and HT responses would be influenced by the cellular microenvironment: hypoxic cells 
are more resistant to RT32,50, and more sensitive (or of equal) response to HT51,52 with potential additional heat 
sensitizing effect due to a more acidic pH at the spheroid core39,40. Yet, RT in HCT116-4000 spheroids which had 
a distinct hypoxic core on treatment day resulted in longer growth delay, smaller spheroid volume and reduced 
cell viability three weeks after treatment than HT. Additional factors, such as differential effects arising from 
treatment specific cell death dynamics and microenvironmental changes induced, should be accounted for in the 
calculation of BEQD for multimodality therapies. Tumour spheroid models involve microenvironmental features 
and gradients of cell proliferation that could enable more accurate BEQD calculations. However, ambiguities in 
the definition of treatment response endpoints make it difficult to define such an alternative BEQD concept based 
on spheroid assays. With the exception of clonogenic survival, current response metrics are dependent on the 
evaluation time point (such as cell viability, live/dead assays), the size of the treated population (such as spheroid 
control probabilities), and/or the current growth rate (time to regrowth). More sophisticated, spheroid data-based 
BEQD calculations that account for the dynamic difference in the spatial patterns of cell death induced by RT 
and HT may provide a way forward and should be further investigated. For single modality treatments, clono-
genic assays may provide a good indication of treatment response, since the underlying cell death dynamics are 
Figure 7. Comparison of growth response after isoeffective treatments using time-lapse imaging. Phase 
contrast images overlaid with PI fluorescence snap-shots from time-lapse imaging of representative HCT116-
4000 spheroids treated with isoeffective doses of: 10 Gy (top), 5 Gy + 60 CEM43 (2nd row), 2 Gy + 120 CEM43 
(3rd row), or 240 CEM43. Despite comparable levels of 2D clonogenic survival, the dynamics of cell death and 
cell detachment were significantly different between the treatment regimes, resulting in considerable differences 
in spheroid growth delay.
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comparable. However, if treatment modalities are combined, differing cell death patterns and the resulting growth 
responses should be accounted for during treatment planning.
Limitations of this study were the use of a single treatment fraction (as discussed above), an evaluation at a 
fixed temperature of 47 °C, and the use of a single cell type in our 3D model. Important intercellular interactions 
present in tumours in vivo, such as cancer-stromal cell interaction, were not represented in our chosen in vitro 
model. Further evaluation of treatment response should be conducted in more complex, co-culture models com-
prising stromal, endothelial and immune cells in addition to tumour cells, to more accurately recapitulate the 
tumour microenvironment. Standard clinical care currently comprises fractionated therapy with temperatures 
ranging between 39–45 °C53–55. In order to relate our in vitro results to these standard treatment regimes, it should 
be noted that the concept of thermal dose has been validated for temperatures up to 50 °C35,56 and that the pro-
portion of cells killed by hyperthermia could thus be transferable to different temperature regimes. However, we 
demonstrated that the spheroid cell culture system could influence the cells’ heat-sensitivity. The applicability of 
the thermal dose concept in its current form based on clonogenic cell survival should therefore be further inves-
tigated. Previous studies45,57 also suggest that the mechanism of heat-induced cell death (apoptosis, necroptosis, 
or necrosis) may depend on temperature but threshold temperatures for the onset of heat-induced necrosis may 
vary significantly depending on cell type. Since the treatment duration and temperature range was limited in our 
study due to the use of a thermal cycler, we encourage further analysis of dynamic spheroid response in a temper-
ature dependent manner. It also remains to be shown how temperature-dependent, heat-induced physiological 
changes, such as enhanced or decreased perfusion or immunogenic effects, further influence the reported cell 
death dynamics and tumour response. After optimization of fractionation and treatment scheduling for RTHT 
treatments in spheroids, in vivo tests need to quantify the influence of these physiological effects as a function of 
thermal dose, heating temperature, and treatment fractionation.
Methods
Cell lines and culture conditions. Two human cancer cell lines, HCT116 (colorectal carcinoma), and 
CAL27 (squamous cell carcinoma) were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection. Screening for 
mycoplasma contamination was performed by polymerase chain reaction (by Surrey Diagnostics, Cranleigh, 
UK) and both cell lines were authenticated by short tandem repeat analysis using a Gene Print 10.0 kit (Promega, 
Madison, USA). Cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (Gibco Life Technologies Ltd. 
Paisley, UK) supplemented with 10% foetal bovine serum (PAN Biotech GmbH, Aidenbach, Germany). Cell 
monolayers were grown in standard tissue culture flasks in a humidified incubator with 5% CO2 at 37 °C. Cells 
were passaged twice per week using a trypsin like enzyme, TrypLE® (Gibco Life Technologies Ltd), for gentle 
detachment of the cells. For experiments, cells were used in exponential growth phase having undergone fewer 
than 10 consecutive passages.
For spheroid formation a fixed number of cells (4000 for CAL27, 4000 or 300 for HCT116, denominated as 
HCT116-300 and HCT116-4000) was seeded in 200 μl of complete growth medium in round bottomed, ultra-low 
attachment 96-well plates (ULA plates #7007, Corning B.V. Life Sciences, Amsterdam, Netherlands) and incu-
bated for 96 h to allow time for gradients in oxygen and nutrients to establish2. After 96 h, 4000 CAL27, or 300 
HCT116 cells produced a spheroid of approximately 300 μm diameter, with no signs of hypoxia or necrosis on 
treatment day. HCT116-4000 (the seeding number for CAL27) yielded much larger spheroids (approximately 
550 μm diameter after 96 h) that possessed a hypoxic, yet not necrotic, core on treatment day (Supplementary 
Fig. S3). During the observation period, medium was renewed every three days by removing 100 μl, and adding 
back the same volume of fresh complete growth medium.
Treatment procedure and dosing. For treatment, spheroids were transferred from ULA plates in 60 μl of 
complete growth medium/well into thin walled 200 μl PCR tubes (VWR Int., Lutterworth, UK) using wide bore 
pipette tips (Alpha Laboratories, Eastleigh, UK) to minimise spheroid damage. For 2D cultures, cell suspensions 
( ⋅ cells5 106 /ml) were prepared and transferred in 60 μl aliquots into PCR tubes. Radiation and thermal expo-
sures were performed as previously described35. A small animal radiation research platform (SARRP, X-Strahl, 
Camberley, UK) provided doses up to 20 Gy (220 kVp, 13 mA, beam hardened using 0.14 mm Cu filtering). 
Heating was delivered in a Tetrad thermal cycler (Bio-Rad Laboratories Inc., Berkeley, USA). In the following, all 
heat treatments are quantified as “thermal dose” in units of CEM43 (computed equivalent minutes at 43 °C) which 
is defined as the heating time at 43 °C yielding an equal clonogenic surviving fraction as the treatment delivered 
at a different temperature and duration. Here, thermal dose was calculated using the AlphaR model as previously 
described35, rather than the Sapareto formula58, to account for differences in thermal dose calculation for each cell 
line. For all experiments heating temperature was 47 °C and thermal doses up to 780 CEM43 were delivered. The 
choice of 47 °C was motivated by the application of combination treatments of focused ultrasound-mediated 
partial tumour ablations with RT29 where heat diffusion from the ablated volume would sensitize tumour cells 
outside the ablation zone. In such a case, heating temperatures of 45–50 °C will be delivered for minutes. This 
time-temperature combination was also a compromise between treatment time and contribution of heating ramp 
up/down gradients to the total thermal dose in the thermal cycler. For all combination treatments, heat was deliv-
ered within 30 min of irradiation and tubes were kept on ice before, between and after treatments.
Treated spheroids were transferred to fresh ULA plates and medium was topped up to 200 μl using culture 
medium supplemented with 1% mix of penicillin/streptomycin solution (P4333, Sigma Aldrich Ltd.) and 
23 μg/ml amphotericin B (A2942, Sigma Aldrich Ltd.) to minimize microbial contamination risk resulting from 
transferring spheroids between vessels. Optionally, propidium iodide (PI, Sigma Aldrich Ltd.) was added at a 
concentration of 5 μg/ml to the culture medium to allow visualization of dead cells59–61. PI (5 μg/ml) was also 
added to growth media used to replenish 3D cultures ensuring that it was never limiting and could freely diffuse 
into spheroids, irrespective of their diameter or how tightly or loosely packed the cells were. It was confirmed that 
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the addition of PI did not influence spheroid growth (Fig. S4), and that the formation of a necrotic core was 
observed in both PI stained live images and in H&E stained spheroid sections (Supplementary Material). Plates 
were incubated in a humidified incubator (5% CO2) at 37 °C for up to three weeks. For each treatment, a mini-
mum of three independent repeat experiments each using four to six spheroids per condition was performed 
( ≥n 3).
Besides analysis in a thermal and radiation dose dependent manner (0–780 CEM43, 0–20 Gy, 2 Gy or 5 Gy 
with HT (0–550 CEM43)), spheroid response was also evaluated for RT and thermal doses which gave clonogenic 
surviving fractions comparable to those from 10 Gy RT alone, to test whether BEQD-based on clonogenic sur-
vival yielded similar spheroid response. A dose of 10 Gy was chosen since it resulted in spheroid growth control 
(HCT116) or long growth delay (CAL27) and a change in treatment efficacy from HT relative to RT, would 
therefore be clearly identifiable within the observation period. For CAL27 spheroids a survival level of ≈6 · 10−4 
(10 Gy, 2 Gy + 220 CEM43, 5 Gy + 110 CEM43, 350 CEM43) was chosen, for HCT116 this level was ≈1 · 10−4 (10 Gy, 
2 Gy + 120 CEM43, 5 Gy + 60 CEM43, 240 CEM43). All clonogenic surviving fractions(S) and biological effect lev-
els (−ln(S)) were calculated using the AlphaR model and clonogenic cell survival data for HCT116 and CAL27 
cells as described previously35.
Response evaluation. Spheroid diameter and mean PI intensity. Spheroid growth was assessed three 
times per week over a period of three weeks after treatment using bright field microscopy images acquired on a 
Celigo™imaging cytometer (Nexcelom Biosciences LLC, Lawrence, USA), at a resolution of 1 μm/pixel. Spheroid 
contours were automatically segmented using an implementation of a deep learning, convolution neural network 
(CNN). This CNN was adapted from a conventional U-net architecture62 with four levels and 128 first level fea-
ture layers implemented in TensorFlow (https://www.tensorflow.org/) with Keras (https://keras.io/), and used 
learned feature compression rather than a static pooling compression. The OpenCV2 (https://docs.opencv.org) 
library in Python was used to identify connected pixels in the geometrical neighbourhood of a pixel that posed 
a high probability of being part of a spheroid body. The CNN was trained on over 3000 manually segmented 
contours. Training was performed in 120 epochs on a GTX1080 Ti GPU within six hours and reached a dice sim-
ilarity coefficient of over 0.92. Automated segmentation ensured consistent contouring and minimised random 
variations where contours were difficult to identify.
The spheroid diameter was calculated from the average of 36 diameters through the centre of mass of the seg-
mented area (every five degrees). Pooling, averaging and visualisation of the data was performed in MATLAB 
(MathWorks®, version 2017a, USA). Here, the mean diameter (and standard deviation) of all spheroids within 
each repeat experiment was averaged for each scan time. These data points were linearly interpolated to obtain 
spheroid diameter values at fixed time points post treatment (0 to 21 days in daily increments). The values 
obtained were averaged over independent repeats ( ≥n 3) and growth curves were plotted using mean values and 
standard errors of the mean.
Fluorescence images were captured on a Celigo™ using 535/617 nm excitation/emission wavelengths and 
a constant exposure duration of 48 ms. Fluorescent signals were analysed in MATLAB as overall mean inten-
sities within each image. Data were averaged as described above for the diameter measurements. Maximum 
(mean) PI intensities within one week post treatment were evaluated as a function of biological effect (which 
refers to the negative logarithm of clonogenic survival for this (thermal) dose35) to analyse the proportion of 
treatment-induced cell death. For CAL27 spheroids the presence of necrotic patches even in newly formed, 
untreated controls (Supplementary Fig. S3) hindered quantification of PI. Staining intensity is therefore only 
shown for HCT116 spheroids. The measured intensity of this DNA intercalating dye may, however, vary depend-
ing on cell cycle stage (due to DNA content), the physicochemical properties of the microenvironment (pH, 
presence of different cations), and the depth of the labelled cell within the spheroid (diffusion into the spheroid, 
attenuation of fluorescent signal). PI measurements were thus only compared between treatments and were not 
used to quantify the observed qualitative distribution of dead cells in terms of cell viability.
Time-lapse imaging. Time-lapse imaging of spheroids was performed on an IncuCyte S3 (Sartorius AG, 
Göttingen, Germany) live-cell analysis system. PI fluorescence and high definition phase contrast images were 
automatically acquired every four hours for 21 days after treatment at 40X magnification. For quantification 
of spatial distribution of PI intensity, line profiles were taken every 5 degrees through the centre of mass of 
the Gaussian filtered fluorescent image of representative examples of spheroids in MATLAB. The line profiles 
obtained were aligned centrally and the average line profile was calculated.
Cell viability testing. Cell viability in spheroids was assessed using the Cell-Titer-Glo™3D reagent (Promega) 
following the manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly, 100 μl of culture medium was replaced with an equal volume of 
room temperature Cell-Titer-Glo™3D reagent. After mixing followed by 30 min incubation, under agitation in 
the dark, the contents of each well were transferred to a white, flat bottom 96-well plate and the luminescent signal 
in each well was measured using a spectrophotometer multi-plate reader (FluoStar, Omega, BMG Labtech, 
Ortenberg, Germany). Cell viability was assessed at the end of volume growth monitoring (at 21 days) or 4 days 
after treatment for a subset of thermal/radiation doses. Viability is reported relative to untreated controls, and all 
data are the means and standard deviations of at least three experiments ( ≥n 3). Statistical analysis was per-
formed in GraphPad Prism using an unpaired t-test.
2D assays. Clonogenic survival was evaluated using the colony forming assay described previously35. The 
resazurin assay was used to measure 2D growth curves over one week. On day 0, 200 μl of cell suspension con-
taining 2000 (treated) cells were plated in flat bottom 96-well plates. For each condition, six replicate wells and a 
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total of six well-plates were used. Plates were incubated at 37 °C in a CO2 incubator and one was removed every 
24 h for viability testing. The plate was subjected to a resazurin assay, as follows: 100 μl of culture medium per well 
was removed, and replaced with 20 μl resazurin solution (0.15 mg/ml (Sigma Aldrich Ltd.) in Dulbecco’s PBS, 
filter sterilized through a 0.2 μm membrane filter). After incubation for 4 h at 37 °C the fluorescent signal at an 
excitation/emission wavelength of 560/590 nm was measured using a multi-plate spectrophotometer (FluoStar 
Omega, BMG Labtech). Readings were normalized to the signals measured in culture medium with resazurin 
alone. The assay was repeated at least three times for each condition ( ≥n 3). Mean values and standard deviations 
are reported.
Conclusions
Tumour spheroids provide an in vitro model that more closely mimics the physiological environment of tumours 
in vivo than do monolayer cultures. The main purpose of this study was to analyse the response of tumour sphe-
roids to treatments of radiation, hyperthermia and combinations thereof and to test if biological equivalent dose 
calculations based on clonogenic cell survival provide a good measure of heat-induced radiosensitization. It was 
found that cells within tumour spheroids are more heat resistant than those in 2D culture and that spheroids may 
proliferate at a faster rate following heating. Moreover, we identified that the spheroid growth dynamics are sig-
nificantly influenced by the treatment modality and suggest that this is due to the (in-) dependence of cell death 
on cell proliferation. This may cause changes of the cellular microenvironment, such as re-oxygenation of more 
central cell layers following hyperthermia treatment. Both, the microenvironmental changes and the increase in 
spheroid proliferation induced by hyperthermia warrant possible benefits for following fractionated radiation 
treatments. Further experimental validation of this hypothesis, as well as study of more physiological tumour 
models, such as tumours in vivo, or spheroid co-cultures of different (non-) malignant cell types, are needed to 
provide a full picture to quantify the radiosensitization potential of hyperthermia treatments. Finally, different 
treatment strategies also accounting for variations in heating temperature, sequence and time between the irradi-
ation and heating, as well as fractionation need to be conducted. We can, however, conclude based on our prelim-
inary study that radiation dose weighting based on clonogenic cell survival analysis alone may be insufficient to 
predict treatment efficacy of combination treatments since spheroid growth after radiation alone, hyperthermia 
alone or combined radiation-hyperthermia at the same BEQDs, differed significantly. Thus, more sophisticated 
biological dose concepts, potentially based on spheroid data, need to be suggested.
Data availability
The data sets used and/or analysed during the current study are available from the corresponding author on 
reasonable request.
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